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(Personality). Focusing on the key decade of Dylan's prodigious output, this sensational volume

includes the classics: Just Like a Woman * I'll Be Your Baby Tonight * Lay, Lady, Lay * I Shall Be

Released * and more. 121 songs in all!
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The songs (the music and the words) of Bob Dylan from 1966 through 1975.

As far as I have found, this is the most comprehensive collection of sheet music for Dylan songs

that is around. From 'Blonde on Blonde' to 'Blood on the Tracks', this book includes every song the

casual fan will know, and probably some more as well as it also contains many outtakes that were

later published on the Bootleg Series, such as 'Abandoned Love' and 'She's your lover now'. They

are all solid transcriptions as well, often a combination of a left hand bass line and a right hand

melody with some chordal accompiniment underneath. Intros and recurring riffs are also included for

most of the songs. There is only one complaint I have, and it is hardly worth mentioning, but a

couple of songs, especially those from BooT, are transcribed in a wrong key, more specifically in D

instead of in E. It's not too difficult to transpose it though, if you want to play along with the

record.Other than that it's the best choice for Dylan sheet music that's around, and if you also get a

book like "More Classic Dylan" (containing the two albums directly before this book and two later



albums) you're all set.

Absolutely the best Bob Dylan book for the avid fan. The hardcover spiral-bound music book is very

good you don't have to hold the pages down. The hardcover slipcase is very handy and will protect

the book. The are many rare songs I have never found in other Best Of books. Simply a treasure.

Bought this item as a replacement for my old one bought in 1976 which was totally wrecked after 40

years.This new used copy came not only in hard cover but with a spine in the back which fits the

piano perfect.Contains all known songs from Blonde on Blonde until Desire with guitar chords and

pianosheetmusic.The price was more than fair and the deliverance straight forward.

Many unfamiliar songs and tablature not the clearest and easiest to follow.

about what I expected, sorry several songs I really wanted weren't included.

It was fine. Book and transaction.

This is a must have

Just what it says it is!
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